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Given any I (>2) disjoint edges in a (21 - 2)-connected graph, there is a circuit 
containing all of them. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
All graphs considered are finite, undirected, and without loops or multiple 
edges. Circuits and paths are “elementary” (i.e., have no repeated vertices). 
V(G) denotes the set of vertices of G. A number of edges are disjoint if no 
two of them have a vertex in common. Let L be a set of I disjoint edges in a 
graph G. Consider the following, progressively weaker, conjectures. 
Conjecture A. Suppose G is I-connected (1 3 2), and, if 1 is odd, G\L 
is connected. Then G contains a circuit that uses all the edges in L. 
Conjecture B. The same conclusion follows if G is (I + I)-connected 
(I 3 1). 
Conjecture C. The same conclusion follows if G is (1 + 2)-connected 
(1 3 0). 
Conjecture A would, in a sense, be best possible. Even Conjecture C would 
be enough to imply the truth of the conjecture of Berge in [l, p. 2141 
(assuming G # K, when q = 0 in Berge’s conjecture, and using the argument 
on p. 213, with an obvious inductive trick if the edges are not all disjoint). 
I prove here: 
THEOREM 1. The same conclusion follows if G is (2E - 2)-connected 
(1 2 2). 
This is enough to prove Conjecture C when 2 < 4 (since Conjecture C is 
well known when I < l), and hence to prove Berge’s conjecture when 
q (=I) e 4. 
Theorem 1 is well known when I = 2. If I > 3, we may suppose inductively 
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that we can find a circuit that uses I- 1 of the I edges and avoids the two 
vertices of the remaining edge. Theorem 1 thus follows from the following 
theorem, which may perhaps be regarded as going some way toward a proof 
of Conjecture B, and whose proof occupies the rest of this paper. 
THEOREM 2. Let L be a set of I(>, 1) disjoint edges in ffn (1 + I)-connected 
graph 6. Let (a, 6) be an edge in L, and L’ := L\((a, b)). Ef G\(a, b) confairu 
G circuit C’ thut uses aI1 the edges in L’, then C contains o cimvit that uses cd/ 
the edges in L. 
I have received a most interesting letter from J-C. Bermond, jn which he 
shows that Conjecture B follows from Theorem 2 if I = 3 or 4. It follows 
inductively that the hypothesis in Theorem 1 can be weakened to G being 
(ZZ - 3)-connected if I > 4, which in turn proves Conjecture C when I = 5 
and Berge’s conjecture when q = 5. Bernaond also points out that Lovasz [2] 
states a conjecture almost identical to Conjecture A, and has proved ie 
when I = 3. 
2. PROOF OF THEUREM 2 
The proof, by contradiction, involves an adaptation of the Hopping lemma 
[3, Lemma 12.31. Suppose that G satisfies the hypotheses of the thoerem, but 
contains no circuit that uses aI1 the edges in L. 
I. Since a and b are joined by an edge, they are contained in some block D 
of G\C. The first step in the proof of Theorem 2 is to show that C can be 
chosen in such a way that D has only these two vertices; i.e., (a, b) is a bridge 
of G\C. I am greatly indebted to the referee for suggesting both this resu!t 
and its proof, which have substantially shortened my original proof of 
Theorem 2. 
Choose C, containing all the edges of L’, in such a way that D has as few 
vertices as possible, and suppose that there is a vertex I; E D\\(a, b). C\L’ 
consists of I - 1 paths PI ,..., P,-, . Since G is (more than) L-connected, 
there exist I paths from u to C, pairwise disjoint except for the vertex II itself. 
Some two of these, say RI , 42, , end at vertices yz , yz in the same path Pi ~ 
Let P,’ denote the segment of l’,: between y1 and yz ) and consider the circuit 
C’ := (C\P,‘) u R, u R, ~ RI U R, cannot contain any vertex of D other 
than D, because then there would be a circuit containing all the edges of L. So 
DE, b 4 C’. Let D’ be the block of G\C containing a and b. D’ contains no 
vertex of Pi’, because that would imply the existence of two disjoint paths 
from Pi to D. So D’ _C D\(V) and 1 D’ j < ! D 1, a contradiction. So from now 
on we shall suppose that (a, b) is a bridge of G\C. 
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II. Terminology. C\L’ consists of I - 1 paths PI ,..., PI-, . Let the vertices 
in order along Pi be 
X&l, &,a 5***, &,rni 
(i = l,..., I - l), where the edges (x~,~$, x~+~,~) are the edges in L’ (reducing 
first suffices modulo I - 1). If X _C V(C), and X n Pi # ra , let 
and 
inf, (X) := xi,8 where p := inf(q: x~,~ E X) 
supi (X) :== XQ where p := sup(q: xi,a E X>. 
For any XC V(C), let 
Fri (x) := !{Zlfi (A-), supi (X)> 
if XnP,= ia, 
otherwise; 
Int (X) ‘= /Gi,,: inf, (X) < p < supi (X)} Ethkrzs6;)’ ’ ” 
z-1 E-l 
Fr(X) := u Fr; (X); Int(X) := L) Inti (X); 
i=l i=l 
and 
Cl(X) := Fr(X) u Int(X). 
If x and y E V(G), x * y will always denote a path connecting x to y with 
(x * y) n C C {x, y}. If X _C V(G), and His a subgraph of G, let 
1(X, H) := {y E Y(C): there exists an x * y in G\H, for some JC E X>. 
Define two sequences A, 2 A, C -*. and B, Z Bl C *-a of subsets of V(G): 
and, forj 3 1, 
Ai := Ai-l U 1(Int(Aj-3, {b)). 
Define B,, and Bi analogously (interchanging a and b). A-, and B-, will be 
interpreted as @. 
Finally, if x and y are vertices occurring in that order in a path P, x,P,y 
and y,fi,x will denote, respectively, the segment of P from x to y, and the 
reverse segment from y to x. 
III. Coherence. If Q is any path in G using all the edges in L’, then Q\L 
consists of I paths Q1 ,..., Qt (where Q, and Qz may be just single vertices). 
We shall call Q (A+.,)-coherent (j 3 0) if 
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(Cl) Q includes all the edges in E’ and all the vertices iIs Hnt(AjVl); 
(C,) the only vertices of Q not in C occur in segments of Q of the form 
u, u + w, v, where u and v are both in C but not both in Aj; and 
(C,) for each of the I paths Ql, and each j’ < j - I, if there is a 
vertex y E Qi n Int(A,,) then there are two vertices of Fr(A,,) occurring 
before and after y along Qi , and each of the vertices between them along Qi 
is in Int(Aj,>. 
(B,_,)-ccaheve~zce is defined analogously. Note that any (Aj-,)-coherelIt path 
is automatically (A,-,)-coherent (j 2 1). 
IV. We shall prove that there do not exist distinct vertices u and w  in any 
segment Pi of C such that v E Aj and w  E B1, , for any j and k 2 0. For if there 
did exist such vertices, choosing j and k minimal, and considering the path 
round C connecting v  and w, we would see that the foliowing assertion h&d: 
X(j, k): There is a path Rj,k in G\(a, b) that is both (A)-&coherent art6 
(BkPi)-coherent and connects a vertex q in Aj to a vertex bi, 33 Bk S 
We shall prove by induction onj + k that, if X(j, k) holds, then G contains 
a circuit that uses all the edges in L, contrary to hypothesis. 
If j + k = 0, the construction of the sets A, and B,, , with the fact char 
(a, b) is a bridge of G\C, give this result immediately. So suppose j + k > 0: 
Without loss of generality, j > 0. If a, E AjPl the result follows imxnediateiy 
by induction; so suppose aj $ Aj-, . We can write Rj,k in the form 
(ij Since aj E Aj\A+ , we may choose an a, * yjeI in G\(b) connecting 
nj to some vertex ysel E Hnt(Aj.J (by the dekitioiz of A,). This path a$ * yjWr 
does not (except at its end vertices) intersect any segment u, u * z!? u of R~,, 
with tl and v E C, or u and v would both be im Aj ) contrary to (C’J. 
(ii) By (CT,), there is a vertex aipl E Fr(A+,j, preceding yshl in Rf,k ) 
such that the segment ajpl , Rj,k , yjWl contains m edges in L’ and no vertices 
(except aj-& outside Pnt(A+J. Let a/ be the last vertex before j/j-I along ITjck 
that is in Fr(A,,) for any j’ < j - 1, and choose j’ minima& so tImi’, 
aj’ $ Cl(Aj,-& Then none of the vertices in the segment q ) -Is,,,; , yP1 is ic 
Hnt(A&. 
the,(E) If any of the vertices in the segment aj’ ) 
Cl(Aj-1) n Int(B,-ij + 0 a 
Thus some segment Pi of C contains distinct vertices w  and w  snch that 
W E Aj-1 and W E Bk-1 . As in the second sentence of (IV), we see that 
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X(j”, k”) holds for some j” < j - 1 and k” < k - 1, and the result follows 
by the induction hypothesis. So we may suppose that none of the vertices in 
the segment aj, , Rj,k , yjwl is in Int(B,J. 
(iv) It is now clear that we can replace the segment aj, , Rf,k, yjer by 
the path aj x yjP1 to give a path 
47 , L , aj, aj * YC-1, yj-l, Rj,k, h 
satisfying X(j’, k). The result follows by the induction hypothesis. 
V. We now obtain our llnal contradiction, proving that G cannot be 
(I + I)-connected. Since a/(G) is finite, the sequences of sets A, C A, _C **. 
and B,CB,_C +.a must be constant from some point onwards. Let the final 
sets be A and B, By (IV), there do not exist two distinct vertices v, w  in any 
segment Pi of C such that D E A and w  E B. Thus, for each i (1 < i < I - l), 
Thus either 1 Fr(A)j < I - 1 or / Fr(B)j < I - 1. But Fr(A) U (b) and 
Fr(B) u (a> are cutsets, respectively separating Int(A) U (a} and Int(B) U (b) 
from the rest of G. Thus G has a cutset of cardinality at most Z, contrary to 
hypothesis. This final contradiction completes the proof of the theorem. 
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